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LANGUAGE BACKGROUND

F Malawian CiTonga is a
Bantu language spoken in
Malawi.

F There are an estimated
271,000 speakers (based on
a 2009 census).

F It is classified as N.15
(Guthrie classification).

F Chichewa is the lingua
franca of the region, with
Tumbuka and English also
commonly spoken.

F The speaker who provided
this data is also fluent in
Chichewa, Tumbuka, and
English.

F Documentation of the Malawian variety of CiTonga is lim-
ited compared to the Zambian variety.

F Existing literature includes: Mtenje (1994), Mtenje (2006),
Mkochi (2019), and Bickmore & Mkochi (In press).

F These data were elicited in Albany, NY from a 42-year-old
male speaker from the Nkhata Bay district.

INTRODUCTION
F CiTonga does not have a lexical vowel length contrast.
F However, vowel length distingushes between segmentally

identical phrases:

(1) Màá-sù)ϕ
C6-eye

ng-àángò)ϕ.
COP.C6-1SG.POSS

‘The eyes are mine’.

(2) mà-sù
C6-eye

ng-àángò)ϕ
C6-1SG.POSS

‘my eyes’

F Vowel lengthening marks ϕ-phrases, and notω-words.
F Strong correspondence betweenϕ-phrases and syntactic XPs
F This pattern is analogous to the distribution of H tone and

vowel lengthening in related Bantu languages.

F FOCUS OF THIS PAPER F

How can we account for the the distribution of long vowels in
various syntactic constructions?
I look specifically at:
1. Embedded and main verbs
2. Final syllables with long vowels
3. Nominal phrases with modifiers

ANALYSIS

F The vowel in the penultimate syllable of ϕ-phrase is length-
ened.

F This can be accounted for with the following constraints:

PUZZLE #1: EMBEDDED CLAUSES

F MATCH-PHRASE >> STRONG START

F STRONG START: Left sister must be higher in the prosodic hierarchy
than the right sister
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F Low ranking of STRONG START con-
straint

F Related Bantu languages (like Ru-
tooro and Xitsonga) have high rank-
ing of STRONG START over MATCH-
PHRASE

PUZZLE #2: FINAL LONG VOWELS

F Synchronic evidence from related languages suggests /l/ in
the final syllable is deleted.

F For example, the word for ‘catch’ in Tumbuka is kola.
F This results in two adjacent final vowels that are not indica-

tors of a phonological phrase boundary.

F The /l/ from the UR of the verb stem is present in outputs
with extensions.

PUZZLE #3: NOMINAL PHRASES

F There are two possible structures for pronominal possessives
in nominal constructions:

1. Pronominal possessives sit external to the DP in FocP.
F This creates a meaning where the possessive pronoun is fo-

cused (‘my three books’).
F The possessive pronoun is oriented to the right under FocP.
F This predicts the right phonological phrase boundaries for

(10).
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2. Pronominal possessives sit in the specifier of NumP.
F Following Carstens (1993, 2008), adjectives and numerals

merge under NumP.
F This structure accounts for (12).
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F Likewise, similar configurations can account for the differ-
ences between (13) and (14).

F In both (13) and (14), the adjective zi-mana ‘small’ is in the
specifier of nP.

F The difference is in the position of the numeral, which can
reside in the focused position or under DP.
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CONCLUSION
F Vowel lengthening in Malawian CiTonga can serve as a diagnostic tool for the underlying structure of phrases.
F A low-ranked STRONG START constraint accounts for short penults in verbs of main clauses when followed by embedded clauses.
F Final long vowels are a result of l-deletion in final syllables, and not prosodic boundary marking.
F Externally-adjoined modifiers always have long penults.
F If more than one modifier sits under D0, only the right-most modifier has a long penult.
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MAIN AND EMBEDDED CLAUSES
F Overt SBJs, OBJs, and intransitive verbs have a long vowel

in the penultimate syllable.
F In most cases, transitive verbs do not have long penults.

(3) Mùù-ntù)ϕ
C1-man

wà-túù-mb-à)ϕ
C1-PRES-sing-FV

‘The man sings.’

(4) Mw-àánà)ϕ
C1-child

wà-tú-ly-á
C1-PRES-eat-FV

ø-làlàánjè)ϕ
C5-orange

‘The child eats an orange.’

F Postverbal adjuncts also have long penults.

(5) Ndì-ngù-véléng-à
C1-NP-read-FV

ø-bùúkò)ϕ
C5-book

záànà)ϕ
yesterday

‘I read the book yesterday.’

PUZZLE #1:

When a phrase consists of one or more embedded clauses, only
the right-most embedded verb phrase has a long penult.

(6) Wà-gómézg-á
C1-hope-FV

(kùtí)
(COMP)

ø-nyòólì)ϕ
C9-child

yì-túù-ly-à)ϕ
C9-PRES-eat-FV

‘She/He hopes the chicken is eating.’

F This contrasts to other Bantu languages, such as Rutooro and
Xitsonga, which mark prominence on both main and embed-
ded verb phrases.

PUZZLE #2:

Long vowels can occur in final syllables of transitive verbs
where a ϕ-phrase boundary is not expected (compare to (4)).

(7) ndì-ngù-kóó
C1-NP-catch

sóòmbà
C5-fish

‘I caught a fish.’

(8) ndì-ngù-mù-kól-è-è
C1-NP-OM-catch-APP-FV

sóòmbà
C5-fish

‘I caught a fish for him/her.’

NOMINAL PHRASES
F Nominal phrases are head-initial.
F When multiple modifiers are present, e.g. adjectives, deter-

miners, and quantifiers, all are long.

(9) mw-èzí
C3-moon

wà-kùváàlà)ϕ
C3-bright

wùú-nò)ϕ
C3-this

‘this bright moon’

(10) mà-bùkó
C6-book

ngá-táàtò)ϕ
C6-three

ng-áàngò)ϕ
C6-1SG.POSS

‘my three books’

F Numerals are an interesting case:

(11) [ø-Nyòlí
C9-chicken

[mà-chùmí
C6-ten

ngá-tààtù]])ϕ
C6-three

‘thirty chickens’

F In (11), the second numeral modifies the first; it does not
modify the noun.

F The first numeral mà-chùmí is being modified and does not
have a long penult.

PUZZLE #3:
F The position of the modifier in the nominal phrase affects

prosodic phrasing.
F Possessive pronouns are only long when they are the final

modifier (compare (10) and (12)).

(12) mà-bùkó
C6-book

ng-ángú
C6-POSS

ngá-táàtò)ϕ
C6-three

‘my three books’

F Adjectives can have either a short or long penult before nu-
merals.

(13) nyòlí
C10-chicken

zì-mánà
C10-small

zí-táàtò)ϕ
C10-three

‘three small chickens’

(14) nyòlí
C10-chicken

zì-máànà)ϕ
C10-small

zí-táàtò)ϕ
C10-three

‘three small chickens’


